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After that, amounts of 2D materials was proposed to host such QSH state, such as gapped graphene 4 , silicene, germanene 5 , stanene 6 , etc. Recently, monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) MX2 (M = Mo, W, X = S, Se, Te) with monoclinic 1T' structure was suggested to be a 2D topological insulator 7 . Later, the topological band structures of monolayer 1T'-WTe2 and 1T'-WSe2 were characterized by using angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and scanning-tunneling spectroscopy 8, 9, 10 .
By constructing the monolayer 1T'-WTe2 with h-BN substrate and capping layer as a sandwich heterostructure, the QSHE that can survive under 100 K was also observed recently 11 .
As a member of 2D materials family, TMDCs MX2
has distinct electronic structures with various crystalline structures, thus attracts enormous research interests in recent years. The MX2 with hexagonal 2H crystalline structure is a semiconductor with indirect bandgap. When the thickness of 2H-MX2 is reduced to monolayer limit, such indirect bandgap will transit into direct bandgap 12, 13, 14 , and a giant spin splitting up to ~0.5 eV is formed in the top of valence band 15, 16 . With the 2H crystalline structure transforming into orthorhombic Td structure, MoTe2 and WTe2 were confirmed to be a type-II Weyl semimetal 17, 18, 19, 20 . As a QSH insulator, only the WTe2 was predicted to be most stable in 1T' phase 7, 21 . For the MoTe2, the Td to 1T' phase transition can be driven by temperature or dimension 22 , and the 2H to 1T' phase transition can be driven by electrostatic doping 23 . So far, the structure phase transition of monolayer WSe2 has not been reported since the total energy of 1T'-WSe2 is predicted much higher than that of 2H-WSe2 phase. Here we successfully obtained the monolayer 1T'-WSe2 film on bilayer graphene (BLG) substrate using molecular beam epitaxial (MBE) method. Figure 1g shows the difference of total energy between 2H
and 1T' phase of WSe2 monolayer. The 2H phase is most stable with lowest total energy, while the 1T' phase is metastable with local minimum energy.
In previous report, monolayer MX2 can be grown on bilayer graphene (BLG) substrate using MBE method 9, 10, 13, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27 . Here we also prepared the BLG by annealing 6H-SiC(0001) to 1300 o C for 40~80 cycles 28 . 2H domain in Figure 3c shows that the heights of the Se atoms in the top layer is exactly the same, indicating the distinct crystalline structure of 2H phase to the 1T' phase.
Besides that, we note that the edges of 2H domains are always saturated with adatoms, while the edges of 1T' domains are very clean and sharp. The difference of these phase become higher than that of 2H phase in STM images.
The 1T' phase also shows distinct spectrum from the 2H phase in Raman measurements due to its different structure. Figure 2i shows the Raman spectra of monolayer Figure 1e ). These distinct diffraction spots can be used to identify the 1T' structure in WSe2 films 9, 10 . Figure 3c shows that after annealing at 600 o C, the diffraction spots from 1T' phase is totally disappeared, only the 2H phase is exist, implying all the 1T' phase transformed into 2H phase during the annealing procedure. implying that the stability of 1T' phase is also dependent on the interface between substrate. From the analysis of the domains heights that were discussed above, the interaction between WSe2 and BLG substrate is weaker than that between WSe2 layers, which may be the reason that 1T' phase grown on BLG is less stable than that on 2H layers.
The phase transition temperature from 1T' to 2H for monolayer WSe2 film on BLG is apparently higher than the growth temperature of a unitary 2H-WSe2 monolayer, which is at least 350 o C. This difference can be owing to the non-equilibrium growth mode in the MBE, thus the temperature for forming a stable phase is mainly determined by the energy difference between metastable 1T' phase and stable 2H phase. For the phase transition from a metastable 1T' phase to a stable 2H phase, the thermal agitation energy must be higher enough for crossover the energy barrier between these two phases, which require a higher annealing temperature than that for growth of stable 2H phase.
In summary, we successfully grew metastable 1T'-monolayer WSe2 films on BLG substrate using MBE method. At higher growth temperature, we can get pure each STM images as shown in Figure S1 . Then we got the ratio of 1T' to 2H phase is about 1:1. Figure S2 ).
Thus we conclude that for the 1T'-WSe2 monolayer grown on BLG, the 1T' to 2H phase transition temperature is below 400 o C, which is lower than the phase transition temperature of 1T'-WSe2 grown on 2H phase that was discussed in main text.
C: The duration time for post-annealing procedures
We prepared a sample with ~0.3 ML coverage of 1T'-WSe2, which have monolayer 1T' domains only grown on BLG but not on 2H-WSe2 layers ( Figure S3a ). We first did the post-annealing at 350 o C for 1 hour, this temperature is below the phase transition temperature. We monitored the temperature is ~250 o C, which is significantly higher than the temperature of Se source and molecular beam, the Se atoms cannot be solely adsorbed on the chemically inert surface of BLG or WSe2. Notably, the substrate temperature is lower than the temperature of W flux ( > 2000 o C). Therefore, the W atoms can be adsorbed on the surface of relatively cold substrate. Since the Se flux is excessive, once a W atom is adsorbed on the surface, the Se molecules will reactive with the adsorbed W atom and forms WSe2 film. Thus TW >Tsub >TSe growth dynamics was also reported in the MBE growth of topological insulator Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3
1 . The growth rate of the WSe2 film is only dominated by the flux W in such growth conditions. In Figure S4 , we found the film morphology has no obviously difference.
